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OVERVIEW

FRONT PANEL

BACK PANEL

This is the overview over the entire wiring inside 
of the unit including the fi lter units mounted on 
the back. It might seem a little bit confusing at fi rst 
sight but letí s fade out everything and bring in the 
indivdual sections step by step...!"#$%#&



WIR
ING

CLEAN START
Now the only thing left are the components mounted directly to the 
chassis such as the XLR connectors, tube sockets, transformers and 
the can caps on the back and the pots and switches on the front. Also 
shown is the firs t step inside of the chassis: mounting the terminals and 
ground lugs:
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FILTER UNITS
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As always when approaching the build of such a piece of gear it makes sense to build the power 
supply fi rst, so we can make sure it is working correctly before wiring up the rest. While in pic 
2  the entire PSU wiring is shown, pics 3.5 explain how  setting up the resistors and capacitors 
around the big can cap is done step by step. In our version we use a 4x40uF can cap as that is what 
the schematics are asking for. The vintage units achieved that by using two can caps with 4x20uF 
  one mounted in the upper position and the other one below.  In that setup 2x20uF of each can 
were wired in parallel, so the end result was the same (4x40uF). But two can caps were necessary 
instead of one   and since they are very expensive we went with one 4x40uF can. But as you can 
see thereí s a second cutout below, so you could still use two 4x20uF can caps if you want ;)
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